
Chapter 158:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
SPECIAL MISSIONS, BEASTS IN THE
RESTRICTED AREA
Yang Ping's footsteps stopped, and he looked at Lu Yuan in a daze.

"Four, forty-eight levels?! Brother Yuan, are you kidding me?! Forty-eight levels,
isn't that a lord of the same level with 80% refinement?"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "It is indeed a senior lord. If you don't believe it, just go
down and see the ranking on the battle power list?"

Yang Ping looked at smiling Lu Yuan in shock.

"Let's go, go downstairs and have a look. I'm also a little curious about how many

places I can rank now."

Lu Yuan thinks that his ranking shouldn't be too low, maybe there is a top 50?

Lu Yuan didn't know how specific it was.

The two had just walked two steps on the stairs when they heard a violent noise coming
from the hall below.

Lu Yuan and Yang Ping looked at each other, with a hint of doubt in their eyes.

The two went downstairs and followed the corridor to the hall.

As soon as he arrived in the hall, Lu Yuan found that everyone turned to look at him,
with excitement in his eyes.

The atmosphere fell silent, Si Ting Lei came over with a smile on his face:

"School Lu Yuan, you are really pleasantly surprised. I didn't expect you to rank so
high in the first test."
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Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, and noticed the shocked and excited
expressions of the crowd. He had some guesses:

"I rank high?"

As Lu Yuan said, he turned his head to look at the battle list on one side.

His gaze swept away, and he quickly saw his ranking on the battle power list.

25?

A hint of surprise flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes.

This ranking is indeed much higher than Lu Yuan had originally thought.

He originally thought that he would only be in the fortieth place at most.

Unexpectedly, he was twenty places taller.

Yang Ping on the side heard Si Tinglei's words, and he was also curious to look at the
power list on the side.

After seeing Lu Yuan's ranking, Yang Ping took a deep breath, and even Lu Yuan on
the side could feel the sound of his inhalation.

Yang Ping's eyes widened and his face was shocked:

"25 people?!"

He turned his head and looked at Lu Yuan:

"What Brother Yuan said before is true? Really passed level 48?!"

Lu Yuan smiled: "Why did I lie to you?"

Yang Ping was dumbfounded, and didn't know what to say for a while.

Si Ting Lei smiled at the right time and said:



"By the way, in order to celebrate Lu Yuan's junior high ranking in the first test, I
would like to invite the junior to have a meal at the Imperial Golden Building. I wonder
if the junior is willing to show his face?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback for a moment, but he didn't expect Si Tinglei to even want to
invite him to dinner.

At this moment, a voice came from behind:

"Fourth brother, look here. There are many people who want to invite Ayuan, so you
don't have to be polite. The four of our dormitories happened to be eating together."

Lu Yuan turned his head and found Si Tingfeng and McGonagall behind.

The two looked at the rankings on the screen, and their eyes were shocked.

"Unexpectedly, A Yuan, you are already so good."

McGonagall was still a little dazed.

His ranking is 133.

Compared to Lu Yuan, it was much lower.

You know, he is in the third grade, and Lu Yuan has just entered school for a month.

When Si Ting Lei saw Si Tingfeng and McGonagall approaching, his expression
changed, and then he narrowed his eyes slightly and looked at Si Tingfeng.

After a while, he smiled at Lu Yuan:

"Since the four of you in the dormitory want to eat together, Lu Yuan's younger brother,
then we will make an appointment next time."

Lu Yuan smiled: "No problem."

After that, many students came forward to congratulate Lu Yuan, and said that they
would invite Lu Yuan to participate in banquets and other activities when they were
free. Lu Yuan said with a smile that he would definitely next time.

Lu Yuan didn't know exactly when next time.



To be honest, for him, it is enough to cultivate and improve his cultivation, and he is
not a socialite.

Afterwards, the four of Lu Yuan left the hall.

On the way, Si Tingfeng smiled and said:

"A Yuan has reached the 25th place in the first test. It is one of the few in the history

of the genius camp. Even if there were before, it was a natural lord, or even a natural
king. A Yuan is an ordinary awakened genetic warrior. , He is the first one. We should

celebrate, and I will treat him."

McGonagall looked at Lu Yuan with envy:

"Ayuan, you guys are too good, right? You rank higher than my third grader."

Lu Yuan smiled embarrassedly.

"It's just ordinary, not too powerful. Senior McGonagall, if you praise me, I will swell."

Three people: "..."

This is normal, what are they?

Si Tingfeng ranks ninth, which is better.

McGonagall and Yang Ping almost closed themselves.

The three of them were a bit speechless for a while.

After a while, Yang Ping asked curiously:

"Where are we going to eat?"

Si Tingfeng smiled and said:

"Let's go to the Imperial Capital Golden Building."

"Really?!" Yang Ping looked surprised: "It's a place where only high-ranking
powerhouses or consuls can enter. I've only been there once. This time, I've been
fascinated by Tingfeng's seniors."



Si Tingfeng smiled and said, "You should say that you are in the light of A Yuan. If it
is normal, even I would not be willing to eat there. The price is too high."

Lu Yuan was a little curious: "Are the food there delicious? I haven't been there."

"Of course it's delicious, not just delicious. The ingredients there are precious treasures
of heaven and earth or powerful beasts. If you eat too much, you can improve your
physique and improve your cultivation."

Knowing Lu Yuan's original family conditions, McGonagall explained with a smile.

Hearing this, Lu Yuan looked forward to it.

Anyway, it is the senior who treats the guest without him having to pay.

It's good to have a white prostitution.

The entrance control of the genius camp is very relaxed, and the students inside can
leave the school at any time because of the task.

The four Lu Yuan left the school and got on Si Tingfeng's four-seater suspended sports
car.

The dark red sports car crossed the sky and flew towards the central area of   the
imperial capital.

The Golden Building is located in the central business district of the Imperial Capital,
which is the most eye-catching building even in the central area.

After all, the whole body is golden yellow and there are huge buildings several

kilometers high, so there is only this one.

As soon as the suspended sports car stopped at the door, two waiters in black suits
greeted them.

After seeing Si Tingfeng, two handsome waiters bowed and saluted gracefully:

"His Royal Highness, welcome to the Golden Building."

Si Tingfeng nodded: "Prepare a box for us."



The blond waiter on the right glanced at the three people Lu Yuan on the side without
showing a trace, and then nodded:

"His Royal Highness the Four Princes and three distinguished guests, please come with
me."

The four followed the elegant waiter into the gate.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised by the hall.

The hall is magnificent and magnificent, the walls are gold-colored, and the ceiling is a
huge crystal lamp. The overall decoration looks very luxurious, but it has an elegant
feeling.

Although Lu Yuan didn't quite understand these architectural designs, in his words, it
probably means that nobility and luxury have connotations?

The waiter took four people upstairs and soon came to a box.

"Please among the four, please."

After the four of them entered the door, Lu Yuan looked at the room.

The whole room is about 100 square meters, and the design style is the same as the
outside.

There are some famous paintings hanging on the golden walls.

The chairs and dining table are golden, and even the tableware that has been placed on
them is golden.

When the four of Lu Yuan were seated, Si Tingfeng introduced with a smile:

"All the dishes here are settled with Lingjing. In the entire Red Maple Empire, there are
not many restaurants with Lingjing. Let's take a look at the menu. Today is for A Yuan

to celebrate. Let A Yuan order."

Although the Red Maple Empire’s technological level has been quite developed, the
menus of normal restaurants are all light-screen images, but the menus here still use
entities.



A large menu with a gold cover even the cover, after Lu Yuan opened it, even the paper
was sprinkled with gold dust.

Lu Yuan glanced at the dishes inside.

Stir-fried crystal cabbage, 10 fourth-order spiritual crystals per serving.

Lu Yuan: "???"

Damn it, even a serving of cabbage requires 10 Tier 4 spirit crystals? !

Who can afford this so much?

Lu Yuan looked down:

Fried ground ankylosaurus meat, 30 fourth-order spiritual crystals / serving

White Cut Nightmare Spider Leg Meat, 300 Tier 4 Spirit Crystals/Serving

The wild bear paws of the earth, 1000 fourth-order spiritual crystals / copy

Lu Yuan: "..."

He felt a little grateful, but fortunately it was not his treat.

At this price, just a few dishes, I'm afraid you will get a few hundred Tier 4 spirit

crystals, which is a big number for Lu Yuan who has not yet entered the Ayre
Machinery Ruins!

In the end, Lu Yuan was embarrassed to let Si Tingfeng spend his money, so he ordered
some randomly, and the total amount was only a few hundred fourth- order spirit
crystals.

Seeing what Lu Yuan ordered, Si Tingfeng couldn't help but smile:

"A Yuan doesn't need to worry about my wallet so much. Senior, I am a person who is

about to be a warlord. I can still afford this spiritual crystal. The earth is wild bear paws,
and the frost giant tiger tiger meat is a special dish. One serving, and these..."

Si Tingfeng couldn't stand it, so he ordered a few.



In the end, one meal ate more than four thousand fourth-order spirit crystals.

Lu Yuan had never thought before that he could spend so many spirit crystals on a
meal.

But the taste is really good.

The four-person celebration lasted until 7 o'clock in the evening.

Because everyone is a genetic warrior, Si Tingfeng and McGonagall still need to enter
the land of origin at night.

After seeing Lu Yuan's progress, the two seniors were under great pressure and
naturally wanted to work harder to improve.

So, after eating, the four of Lu Yuan returned to the dormitory.

After returning to the room, because the time for Lu Yuan to enter the place of origin
had not yet arrived, he posted some of the more precious genetic weapons,
extraordinary genes, psionic bombs, genetic evolution fluids, and charms on the school
transaction stickers. Put it up for trading.

Lu Yuan’s ranking on the battle strength list has already been spread out at this moment.
As soon as Lu Yuan’s post was published, someone left a message below to buy it. Lu
Yuan recorded them one by one and planned to deliver it to his home tomorrow.

Anyway, it's in this dormitory area, just a few steps away.

After nothing else, Lu Yuan took out the phone again.

On the phone, someone sent a message.

Lu Yuan clicked to see that it was the news from Li Qinghe and Si Tingyu.

Li Qinghe: "Brother Yuan, I heard that you have ranked 25th in the combat power test
today? Really? Really? Your progress has been so great?"

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth lifted up, revealing a happy smile.

Although others are also complimenting Lu Yuan's improvement.



But as far as Lu Yuan is concerned, the praise of others is not as happy as that of Li
Qinghe.

He smiled and replied:

"Of course it is true. I also want to work harder to catch up with Sister Qinghe's
footsteps. I only ranked 25th, and I have to work harder."

Li Qinghe didn't reply to the news, he should be busy, or entered the land of origin.

Lu Yuan looked at Si Tingyu's news again:

"I heard that you are ranked 25th in the power list this time, and you have made a lot of
progress. Come to me when you have time in the past two days, I will see how your

power unloading skills are practiced, and you can almost teach you defensive skills."

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up.

If there is a defensive body technique, Lu Yuan's defensive power can be increased by
a large margin.

He thought for a while, he was going to enter the place of origin in the future, and if he
wanted to go to Si Ting Yu's place, it might be the day after tomorrow.

"Good mentor, I will come to you the day after tomorrow."

After sending the message, Lu Yuan was about to put down the phone, when suddenly
the phone vibrated.

There is new news.

Lu Yuan glanced at it, his eyes widened slightly, showing an expression of
astonishment.

It turned out to be a message from the school.

"Special mission: The empire's northern and southern borders move, and the defenders
request support. Two days later, all teachers and students will go to the border to
support. The credits will be awarded by the performance of the battle."



Turned out to be a special task?

When Lu Yuan first enrolled in school, he heard from Teacher Feng Zhou that the tasks

of the school are usually ordinary tasks, but sometimes there are special tasks.

Unexpectedly, I encountered it now.

Does the fierce beast move?

Lu Yuan's eyes flickered, and there were a large number of Daqixing beasts. There
were many within the Red Maple Empire and between cities.

These fierce beasts often formed a wave of beasts and attacked the cities of the empire.

However, the strength of the fierce beasts within the empire is actually not too strong.

However, some areas outside the empire are paradise for beasts, and the quantity and
quality of beasts are completely different from those in the empire.

Even the emperor-level fierce beasts have it.

The two imperial beast corpses outside the genius camp are the imperial beasts outside
the Red Maple Empire.

Those fierce beast paradise can be regarded as a restricted area for ordinary genetic
warriors.

Only the extremely powerful war king, war emperor or even war emperor-level fighters
can go deep into it.

There is such a paradise for beasts outside the Red Maple Empire, and the north-south
border is called the southern restricted area and the northern restricted area.

The restricted area in the southern area is also called the glacial rift area, and the
restricted area in the northern area is also known as the endless mountain range.

These two areas are all affected by the appearance of space rifts. The other side of the
space rifts may be various regions of the universe. The ice rift valley and the endless
mountain range are due to two huge space rifts that allow some terrifying beasts to run
away. After coming over, even the environment has changed as a result.



Up to now, there are still powerful beasts that extend beyond these two restricted areas,
which cannot be completely eradicated.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, and there was some pressure in his heart.

If the beasts move on the north-south border, there should be a wave of beasts?

How exaggerated is the tide of fierce beasts in the restricted area?

The danger is extremely high, okay?

Didn't expect to have such a dangerous mission?

…………

When Lu Yuan felt a little heavy, there were more than twenty people sitting in the
conference room of the genius camp.

Sitting at the top was a gray-haired old man, his expression was majestic and not angry.

Beside him is a white-haired old man, it is Yu Lao.

The others are middle-aged and old, and only a few are young people.

Among them is Si Tingyu.

At this moment, the atmosphere in the meeting room was a little

silent~www.mtlnovel.com~Yu Lao slowly said:

"Principal, isn't it a bit too anxious to let the students deal with the animal tide in the
restricted area? There are also first- and second-year little dolls who are only at the
Warrior level. This kind of strength is too dangerous at the border."

Others also flickered, looking at the gray-haired old man.

A blonde middle-aged beautiful woman said: "Principal, I agree with the old. It is
understandable for the seniors to go, and there is no need for the lower grades."

The gray-haired old man glanced across the crowd, and said lightly:



"The space gap of the ice vein star is getting bigger and bigger, and new ice vein crystal

mines have been discovered on it. The kobolds have added millions of warriors to it.
Sooner or later we will have a battle with the kobolds. Now if we don’t cultivate When

will the new generation of combat power be cultivated? The geniuses in the genius

camp are different from ordinary people. The first-year and second-year students will
let them do logistics and arrange simple combat tasks. If even such an environment
cannot survive, How can you be considered a genius? That’s it. If something goes
wrong, I’ll be responsible.”

The atmosphere fell silent, and everyone looked at each other, and saw the gray-haired
old man with a firm face and stopped talking.
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